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ARTICLE IV
WELDING DATA

QW-400 VARIABLES

QW-401 General

Each welding variable described in this Article is
applicable as an essential. supplemental essential. or
nonessential variable for procedure qualification when
referenced in QW-250 for each specific welding process.
Essential variables for performance qualification are
referenced in QW-3S0 for each specific welding process.
A change from one welding process to another welding
process is an essential variable and requires requalifi·
cation.

QW-401.1 Essential Variable (Procedure). A
change in a welding condition which will affect the
mechanical properties (other than nOlch toughness) of
the weldment (for example. change in P·Number. weld
ing process. filler metal. electrode, preheat or postweld
heat treatment. etc.).

QW-401.2 Essential Variable (Perfonnance). A
change in a welding condition which will affect the
ability of a welder to deposit sound weld metal (such
as a change in welding process. deletion of backing,
electrode. F-Number. technique, etc.).

QW-401.3 Supplemental Essential Variable (Pr0
cedure). A change in a welding condition which will
affect the notch·toughness properties of a weldment
(for example. change in welding process, uphill or
down vertical welding. heat input, preheat or PWHT.
etc.).

When a procedure has been previously qualified to
satisfy all requirements other than notch toughness. it
is then necessary only to prepare an additional test
coupon using the same procedure with the same essential
variables. but additionally with all of the required
supplemenwy essential variables. with the coupon long
enough to provide the necessary notch-toughness spec·
imens.

When a procedure has been previously qualified to
satisfy all requirements including notch toughness. but
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one or more supplementary essential variable is changed,
then it is only necessary to prepare an additional test
coupon using the same welding procedure and the new
supplemenwy essential variable(s), with the coupon
long enough to provide the necessary notch-toughness
specimens. If a previously qualified weld procedure
has satisfactory notch·toughness values in the weld
metal. then it is necessary only to test notch-toughness
specimens from the heat affected zone when such are
required.

QW-401A Nonessential Variable (Procedure). A
change in a welding condition which will nor affect
the mechanical properties of a weldment (such as joint
design. method of back gouging or cleaning. etc.)

QW-401.5 The welding data includes the welding
variables grouped as joints. base metals. filler metals.
position. preheat. postweld heat treatment, gas, electrical
characteristics. and technique. For convenience. vari·
abies for each welding process are summarized in
QW-415 for procedure qualification and QW-416 for
performance qualification.

QW-402 Joints

QW-402.1 A change in the type of groove (Vee
groove. V-groove. single-bevel. double-bevel, ele.).

QW-402.2 The addition or deletion of a backing.

QW-402.3 A change in the nominal composition of
the backing.

QW-40ZA The deletion of the backing in single
welded groove welds. Double-welded groove welds are
considered welding with backing.

QW-402.5 The addition of a backing or a change
in its nominal composition.

QW-402.6 An increase in the fit-up gap, beyond
that initially qualified.



QW-403.1 A change from a base metal listed under
one P-Number in QW-422 to a metal listed under

QW-402.7 The addilion of backing.

QW-402.8 A chan. ia aominaI size or sbape of
Ihe stud 81 Ihe section to be we/decl.

,~ QW-402.9 In stud welding, a change in shielding
as a result of fenule or ftux type.

QW-402.10 A change in the specified rool spacing.

QW-402.11 The addilion or deletion of nonmetallic
retainers or nonfusing metal retaincts.

QW-402.12 The welding procedure qualification test
shall duplicate the joint configuration to be used in
produclion within the limits listed, except thaI pipe or
tube to pipe or tube may be used for qUalification of
a pipe or lube 10 other shapes, and solid round to solid
round may be used for qualification of a solid round
to other shapes:

(a) any change exceeding ± 10 deg. in the angle
measured for the plane of either face to be joined. to
the axis of rotation;

(b) a change in cross-sectional area of the weld joint
greater than 10%;

(c) a change in the outside diameter of the cylindrical
weld intcrface of the assembly greater than ± 10%;

(d) a change from solid to tubular cross section at
the joint or vice versa regardless of (b) above.

QW-402.13 A change in the joint from spot to
projection to seam or vice versa.

QW-402.14 A decrease in the center-to-center dis
tance whcn the welds overlap. An increase or decrease
of more than 10% in the spacing of the welds when
they are within Iwo diameters of each other.

QW-402.15 A change in the size or shape of the
projection in projection welding.

QW-402.16 A decrease in the distance between the
weld fusion line and the final surface of the production
corrosion-resistant or hard-facing weld metal overlay
below the minimum thickness qualified as shown in
QW-462.5. There is no Iimil on the maximum thickness
for corrosion-resistant or hard-facing weld metal overlay
that may be used in production.

QW-402.17 An increase in the thickness of the
production spray fuse hard-facing deposit above the
lhietness deposited on the procedure qualification tesl
coupon.

QW-403 Base Metals
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anothetP·Number or to any OIber base me1aI. When
joints are IR8de between two base metals lhat bave
diffelent P-Numbeis, • \lIOCedUn: qualilicalion shall be
IIUlde for the applicable combination of P-Numbers,
even though qUalification tests have been made for
each of the two base metals welded to itself.

QW-403.2 The maximum thickness qualified is the
thickness of the test coupon.

QW-403.3 Where the measurement of penetration
can be made by visual or mechanical means, requalifica
tion is required where the base metal thickness differs
by 20% from that of the test coupon thickness when
the tesl coupon thickness is I in. and under, and 10%
when the test coupon thickness is over I in. When:
the measurement of penetration cannot be made, requali
fication is required where the base melal thickness
differs by 10% from that of the test coupon when the
test coupon lhickness is I in. and under, and 5% when
the test coupon thickness is over I in.

QW-403.4 Welding procedure qualifications shall be
made using a base metal of the same type or grade
or another base metal listed in the same group (see
QW-422) as the base metal to be used in production
welding. When joints an: to be made belween base
metals from two different groups, a procedure qUalifica
tion must be made for the applicable combination of
base metals, even though procedure qualification tests
have been made for each of the two base melals welded
to itself.

QW-403.5 Welding procedure qualifications shall be
made using a base metal of the same type or grade
or another base metal listed in the same P-Number
and Group Number (see QW-422) as the base melal to
be used in production welding. A procedure qualification
shall be made for each P-Number and Group Number
combination of base melals, even though procedure
qualification tests have been made for each of the two
base metals welded to itself. If, however. the procedure
specification for welding the combination of base metals
specifies the same essential variables. including elec
trode or filler melal, as both specifications for welding'
each base melal to itself, such that base metals is the only
change, then the procedure specification for welding the
combination of base metals is also qualified. In addition,
when base metals of lwO different P-Number Group
Number combinations are qualified using a single test
coupon, that coupon qualifies the welding of those IWo
P-Number Group Numbers 10 themselves as well as
to each other using the variables qualified.

(
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QW-403.6 VARIABLES QW-403.21

QW-403.6 The minimum base metal thiclcncss quali
fied is the thiclcncss of the _ coupon T or Yo in.•
whichever is less. However. where T is less than V
in., the minimum thiclcncss qualified is Y,T. This limita
tion does not apply when a WPS is qualified with a
PWHT above the upper InU1Sfonnation temperature or
when an austenitic malerial is solution annealed after
welding.

QW-403.7 For the multipass processes of shielded
metal-arc. submerged-arc. gas IUngsten-arc. and gas
metal-arc. the maximum thiclcncss qualified for IY, in.
and over thickness T of the leSt coupon of QW-451.1
shall be 8 in. for the conditions shown in QW-451.1.
For thicknesses greater than 8 in.. the procedure lest
coupon thiclcncss of the joint to be welded in production
divided by 1.33, and the maximum thickness of base
metal and deposited weld metal qUalified is 1.33T or
1.331. as applicable.

QW-403.8 A change in base meW thickness beyond
the range qualified in QW-451. except as otherwise
permitted by QW-202.4(b).

QW-403.9 For single-pass or multipass welding in
which any pass is greater than Y, in. thick. an increase
in base metal thiclcncss beyond 1.1 times that of the
qualification _ coupon.

QW-403.10 For the short-circuiting transfer mode
of the gas mew-arc process. when the qualification
leSt coupon thickness is less than Y, in.. an increase
in thickness beyond 1.1 times that of the qualification
leSt coupon. For thicknesses of Y, in. and greater, use
QW-451.1 or QW-451.2. as applicable.

QW-403.11 Base meWs specified in the WPS shall
be qUalified by a procedure qualification leSt which
was made using base metals in accordance with QW
424.

QW-403.12 A change from a base metal listed under
one P-Number of QW-422 to a base metal listed under
another P-Number. When joints are made between two
base metals that have different P-Numbers. requalifica
tion is required even though the two base metals have
been independently qualified using the same procedure.
When the melt-in technique is used for joining P-No.
I. P-No. 3. P-No. 4. and P-No. 5A, a procedure
qualification lest with one P-Number metal shall also
qualify for that P-Number mew welded to eacb of the
lower P-Number metals. but not vice versa.

QW-403.13 A change from one P-No. 5 to any
other P-No. 5 (viz P-No. 5A to P-No. 5B or P-No.
5C or vice versa). A change from P-No. 9A to P-No.
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9B but not vice versa. A change from one P-No. 10
to any other P·No. 10 (viz P·No. lOA to P·No. lOB
or P-No. IOC. etc., or vice versa).

QW-403.IS Welding procedure qUalifications for la
ser beam welding and electron beam welding shall be
made using a base melal of the same type or grade
or another base meW listed in the same P-Number
(and the same group where given - see QW-422) as
the base metal to be used in production welding. When
joints are to be made between base meIa1s from two
different P·Numbers (or two different groups). a proce
dure qualification must be made for the applicable
combination of base metals even though procedure
qUalification leSts have been made for each of the two
base metals welded to itself.

QW-403.lfi A change in the pipe diameter beyond.
the range qualified in QW-452. except as otherwise
permitted in QW-303.1. QW-303.2. or when welding
corrosion-resistant weld metal overlay is performed
parallel to the axis of the pipe.

QW-403.17In stud welding. a change in combination
of base metal listed under one P-Number in QW-422
and slUd metal P-Number (as defined in Note below).
or to any other base metal/stud metal combination.

NOTE: Stud meW shall be c....ified by aomiaal c:bemic:aI composi·
lion and can be assigned a P-Number when it meets the nominal
composition of any one of the P-Number metals.

QW-403.18 A change from one P-Number to any
other P-Number or to a base metal not listed in QW
422, except as permilled in QW-423. and in QW-420.2.

QW-403.19 A change to another base material type
or grade (type or grade are materials of the same
nominal chemical analysis and mechanical propeny
range, even though of different product form). or to
any other base material type or grade. When joints are
made between two different types or grades of base
material, a procedure qualification must be made for
the applicable combinations of materials. even though
procedure qualification tests have been made for each
of the two base materials welded to itself.

QW-403.20 A change from a base mew. listed under
one P-Number in QW-422. to a metal listed· under
another P-Number or to any other base metal; from a
base metal of one subgroup to any other grouping in
P-No. 10 or 11.

QW-403.21 The addition or deletion of a coating.
plating or cladding. or a change in the nominal chemical
analysis or thickness range of the plating or cladding,
or a change in type of coating as specified in the WPS.



QW-4OUZ A~.... die aomiMI bUe mew
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QW-403.Z3 A change in base mew thickness beyond
the range qualified in QW-453.

QW-404 Filler Metals

QW-404.1 A change in the cross-sectional area of
the filler meW added (excluding buttering) or in the
wire-feed speed greater than :!: 10% beyond that qual
ified.

QW-404.2 A dcc.....asc in the thickness or change in
nominal specified chemical analysis of weld metal
buttering beyond that qUalified. (Buttering or surfacing
is the deposition of weld mew on one or both faces
of the joint prior to preparation of the joint for final
electron beam welding.)

QW-404.J A change in the size of the filler meW.

QW-404.4 A change from one F-Number in QW
432 to any other F-Number or to any other filler metal
not listed in QW-432.

QW-404.5 (Applicable only to ferrous metals.) A
change in the chemical composition of the weld deposit
from one A-Number to any other A-Number in QW
442. Qualification with A-No. I shall qualify for A
No. 2 and vice versa.

11Je weld meW chemical composition may be deter
mined by any of the following.

(a) For all welding processes - from the chemical
analysis of the weld deposit taken from the procedure
qualification test coupon.

(b) For SMAW, GTAW, and PAW - from the
chemical analysis of the weld deposit prepared according
to the filler mcla1 specification. or from the chemical
composition as reported either in the filler mcla1 specifi
calion or the manufacturer's or supplier's certificate of
compliance.

(c) For GMAW and EGW - from the chemical
analysis of the weld deposit prepared according to
the filler meW specification or the manufacturer's or
supplier's certificate of compliance when the shielding
gas used was the same as that used to weld the
procedure qUalification test coupon.

(d) For SAW - from the chemical analysis of the
weld deposit prepared according to the filler meW
specification or the manufacturer's or supplier's certifi
cate of compliance when the flux used was the same
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lIS tIIat uSed· to weIIt die·~ ~6catiOn test
coupon.

In lieuot an A.NUiri&et designatioo,lhe nominal
chenUea1 compositioll of the weld deposit shall be
indicated on Ihe WPS and On the PQR. Designation
of nominal chemical' composition msy also be by
reference to the AWS classification (where such exists),
the manufacturer's trade designation, or other estab
lished procurement documents.

QW-404.6 A change in the nominal size of the
electrode or electrodes specified in the WPS.

QW-404.7 A change in the nominal diameter of the
electtode to over V. in. This limitation does not apply
when a WPS is qualified with a PWHT above the
upper transformation temperature or when an austenitic
material is solution annealed aftcr welding.

QW-404.8 Addition or deletion, or a change in
nominal amount or composition of supplementary deoxi
dation mstcrial (in addition to filler metal) beyond that
qualified. (Such supplementary metal may be required
for weld metal deoxidation for some metals being
welded.)

QW-404.'
(a) A change in the indicator for minimum tensile

strength (e.g., the 7 in F7A2-EMI2K) when the flux
wire combination is classified in Section 11. Pan C.

(b) A change in either the flux trade name or wire
trade name when neither the flux nor the wire is
classified in Section II, Pan C.

(c) A change in the flux trade name when the wire
is classified in Section II, Pan C but the flux is not
classified. A change in the wire classification within
the requirements of QW-404.5 does not require requali
fication.

(d) A change in the nux trade name for A-No. 8
deposits.

QW-404.IO Where the alloy content of the weld
metal is largely dependent upon the composition of
the flux used, any change in any pan of the welding
procedure which would result in the important alloying
elements in the weld metal being outside of the specifi
cation range of chcmisby given in the Welding Proce
dure Specification. If there is evidence that the produc- •
tion welds arc not being made in accordance with the
procedure specification, the authorized inspector may
require that a check be made on the chemical composi
tion of the weld metal. Such a check shall preferably
be made on a production weld.

QW-404.12 A change in the SFA specification filler
metal classification or to a filler metal not covered by

(
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QW-404.U VARIABLES QW-104.33
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an SFA specification. or from one filler metal nOI
covered by an SFA specification 10 anocher which is
not covered by an SFA specification.

When a filler mew conforms 10 an SFA specification
classificalion. requalification is not required if a change
is made in any of lhe following:

(a) from a filler metal which is designaled as mois
lUre-resiSlanllO one which is nOI designaled as moislure
resiSlanl and vice-versa (i.e., from E7018R 10 E7018);

(b) from one diffusible hydrogen level 10 ano!her
(i.e., from E7018-H8 10 E7018-HI6);

(c) for carbon. low alloy. and stainless steel filler
metals having lhe same minimum leIlSile strenglh and
!he same nominal chemical composition. a change from
one low hydrogen coating type 10 anolher low hydrogen
coating lype (i.e.. a change among mon5, 16. or 18
or EXXXI5, 16, or 17 classifications);

(d) from one position-usabilily designation 10 anolher
for tlux cored electrodes (i.e.. a change from E7OT-I
10 E7IT-I or vice versa);

(e) from a classification which requires impacl tesling
10 lhe same classification which has a suffix which
indicales lhal impact testing was performed al a lower
lemperalure or exhibiled grealer loughness al !he re
quired lemperalure or both. as compared 10 lhe classifi
cation which was used during procedure qualification
(i.e.• a change from E7018 10 E7018-1).

QW-404.14 The deletion or addition of filler mera!.

QW-404.15 A change from one F-Number in QW
432 10 any olher F-Number or 10 any o!her filler meral,
excepl as permilled in QW-433.

QW-404.17 A change in !he Iype of tlux or composi
tion of lhe tlux.

QW-404.18 A change from wire 10 plale electrodes,
and vice versa.

QW-404.19 A change from consumable guide 10
nonconsumable guide. and vice versa.

QW-404.20 Any change in lhe melhod by which
filler metal is added, such as preplaced shim. top strip.
wire. wire feed. or prior weld mew bultering of one
or bu!h joinl faces.

QW-404.21 For filler metal additions, any change
from !he nominal specified analysis of !he filler mew
qUalified.

QW-404.22 The omission or adIlition of consumable
insens. Qualification in a single-welded bull join!, wi!h
or wi!hOUI consumable insens. qualifies for fillel welds
and single-welded bUll joints wi!h backing or double
welded bull joints. Consumable insens lhal conform 10
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SFA-5.30. except lhat !he chemical analysis of !he
insert conforms 10 an analysis for any bare wire given
in any SFA specification or AWS Classification. shall
be considered as having !he same F-Number as !hal
bare wire as given in QW-432.

QW-404.23 A change in !he filler metal from bare
(solid) or metal cored 10 tlux cored. or vice versa.

QW-404.24 The addition or deletion of supplemen
lary filler metal.

QW-404.z5 The addition or deletion of supplemen
lary powdered filler metal.

QW-404.26 An increase in !he amounl of supplemen
lary powdered filler metal.

QW-404.27 Where !he alloy COOlenl of !he weld
metal is largely dependenl upon !he composition of
!he supplemenrary powdered filler metal, any change
in any part of !he welding procedure which would
resull in !he imporlanl alloying elements in !he weld
metal being outside of !he specification range of chernis
by given in !he Welding Procedure Specification.

QW-404.29 A change in !he tlux trade name and
designation.

QW-404.JO A change in deposiled weld metaI!hicl,
ness beyond !he range qualified in QW-45 I for proce
dure qualification or QW-452 for performance qualifica
tion. excepl as o!herwise permiued in QW-303.1 and
QW-303.2. When a welder is qualified using radiogra

·phy. !he !hiclcness ranges of QW-452.1 apply.

QW-404.31 The maximum !hiclcness qualified is !he
!hiclcness of !he lesl coupon.

QW-404.32 For !he low volrage short-circuiting Iype
of gas metal-arc process when !he deposiled weld melal
lhiclcness is less !han Y, in.. an increase in deposiled
weld metal lhiclcness beyond 1.1 times lhat of !he
qualification tesl deposiled weld metal !hiclcness. For
weld metal !hiclcnesses of Y, in. and grealer. use QW
451.1 or QW-451.2. or QW-452.1 or QW-452.2. as
applicable.

QW-404.33 A change in !he SFA specification filler.
metal classification. or. if nol conforming 10 an AWS
filler mew classification. a change in !he manufacrurer's
trade name for !he electrode or filler metal. When
optional supplemental designalOrs. such as !hose which
indicale moisrure resiSlance (i.e., XXXXR), diffusible
hydrogen (i.e.• XXXX HI6, HS, ele.), and supplemenw
impacl testing (i.e., XXXX-I or EXXXXM). are speci
fied on !he WPS, only filler metals which conform



QW 404M A chaRge in lhc powder feed rate· range
fl!l'lilied.

QW-40S PosItions

QW-40S.1 The addition of other welding positions
than !hose already qualified. See QW-120. QW-130.
and QW-303.

QW-40S.2 A change from any position to the vertical
position uphill progression. Vertical-uphill progression
(e.g., 30. sa. or 6G position) qualifies for all positions.
In uphill progression. a change from stringer bead to
weave bead. This limitation does not apply when a
WPS is qualified with a PWHT above the upper transfor
mation temperature or when an austenitic material is
solution annealed after welding.

QW-40S.3 A c:hange from upward to downward. or
from downward to upward, in the progression specified
for any pass of a vertical weld. except that the cover
or wash pass may be up or down. The root pass may
also be run either up or down when the root pass is
removed 10 sound weld metal in the preparation for
welding the second side.

QW-40S.4 Except as specified below, the addition
of other welding positions than already qualified.

(a) Qualification in the horizontal. vertical. or over
head position shall also qualify for the lIat position.
Qualification in the horizontal fixed position. sa. shall
qualify for the lIat. vertical. and overhead positions.
Qualification in the horizontal, vertical. and overhead
positions shall qUalify for all positions. Qualification
in lhc inclined fixed position. 60, shall qualify for all
positions.

(b) A fabricator who does production welding in a
particular orientation may make the tests for procedure
qualification in this particular orientation. Such qualifi
cations are valid only for the positions actually tested,
except that an angular deviation of ±-IS dog. is
permitted in the inclination of the weld axis and the
rotation of the weld face as defined in QW-461.1. A
test specimen shall be taken from the test coupon in
each special orientation.

(c) In lbe vertical position. a change in the progres'
sion of travel from uphill to downhill, or vice ve"'a.

10 Ihe classifiCMio!l wilb Ihe ClI'CiCJnaI ... "",ntal
delipMW(s)~ GIl dle WI'S sW be~

QW-4N.34 A clian&e in ftWl type(i.c~ nelIlraI to
..,ICIive or vice versa) for multilayer deposilS in P-No.
"1 materials.

QW-404.3S A change in lhc lIux/win: classification
or a change in either lhc electrode or lIux trade name
when not classified in an SFA specification. Rcqualifica
tion is Dot required when a wire/llux combination
conforms 10 an SFA specification and a change is made
from one diffusible hydrogen level 10 anolhcr (i.e.. a
c:hange from F7A2-EAI-AIH4 to F7A2-EAI-AIHI6).

QW-404.36 Where lIux from recrushcd slag is used,
it shall be lested in accordance with Section n. Pan
C by either the manufacturer or user. or qUalified as
an unclassified lIux in accordance with QW-404.9.

QW-404.37 A change in the composition of the
deposited weld metal from one A-Number in QW-442
10 any other A-Number, or 10 an analysis not listed
in the table. Each AWS classification of A-No. 8 or
A-No.9 analysis of QW-442, or each nonferrous alloy
in QW-432, shall require separate WPS qualification.
A-Numbe", may be determined in accordance with
QW-404.5.

QW-404.38 A change in the nominal electrode diame
ter used for the fi"'t layer of deposit.

QW-404.39 For submerged-arc welding and electro
slag welding, a change in the nominal composition or
type of lIux used. Rcqualification is not required for
a change in lIux panicle size.

QW-404.40 A change in the nominal cross-sectional
area of the electrodes or supplementary filler metal of
more than 10%.

QW-404.41 A change of more than 10% in the
powdered metal feed rate recorded on lhc PQR.

QW-404.42 A change of more than S% in the particle
size range of the powder.

QW-404.43 A change in lhc powdered metal panicle
size range recorded on lhc PQR.

QW-404.44 A change from a homogeneous powdered
rnctaI to a mechanical mixed powdered metal or vice
versa. QW-406 Preheat

(

QW-404.4S A change in the form of filler metal
from solid to fabricated wire. lIux-<:ored wire. powdered
metal. or vice versa.
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QW-406.1 A decrease of more than 100°F in the
preheat temperature qualified. The minimum tempera
ture for welding shall be specified in the WPS.



QW-406.Z VARIABLES QW....

QW-406.2 A change in the maintenance or reduction
of preheat upon completion of welding prior to any
required postweld heat IreatmenL

QW-406.3 An increase of more than 100°F in the
maximum interpass temperature recorded on the PQR.
This limilation does nOl apply when a WPS is qualified
with a PWHT above the upper transformation tempera
ture or when an austenitic material is solUlion annealed
after welding.

QW-406..4 A decrease of more than 100°F in the
preheat temperature qualified or an increase in the
maximum interpass temperature recorded on the PQR.
The minimum temperature for welding shall he specifed
in the WPS.

QW-406.5 A change in the maintenance or reduclion
of preheat upon completion of spraying and prior 10

fusing.

QW-406.6 A change of more than 10% in the
amplitude or number of preheating cycles from that
qualified.

QW-407 Postweld Heat Treatment

QW-407.1 A separate PQR is required for each of
the following conditions.

(a) For P-No. I. P-No. 3. P-No. 4. P-No. 5, P-No.
6, P-No. 9, P-No. 10. and P-No. II materials, the
following poslweld heat treatment conditions apply:

(I) No PWHT;
(2) PWHT below the lower transformation temper

ature:
(3) PWHT above the upper transformation temper

ature (e.g.. normalizing);
(4) PWHT above the upper transformation temper

ature followed by heat treatment below the lower
transformation temperature (e.g.• normalizing or quench
ing followed by tempering);

(5) PWHT between the upper and lower transfor
mation temperatures.

(b) For all other materials. the following postweld
heat ueatment conditions apply:

(I) No PWHT;
(2) PWHT within a specified temperature range.

QW-407.2 A change in the postweld heat treatment
(see QW-407.1) temperature and time range requires
a PQR.

The procedure qualification test shall be subjected
10 PWHT essentially equivalent 10 that encountered in
the fabrication of production welds, including at least
80% of the aggregate times at temperature(s). The
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PWHT IOtaI time(s) at temperature(s) may be applied
in one heating cycle.

QW-407A For leSt coupon (PQR) receiving a post
weld heat treatment in which the upper transformation
temperature is exceeded, the maximum qualified thick
ness for production welds is 1.1 times the thickness
of the leSt coupon.

QW-407.5 A separate PQR is required for each of
the following conditions:

(a) No PWHT;
(b) A change of more than 10% in the number of

post beating cycles following the welding interval;
(c) PWHT within a specified temperature and time

range if heat treatment is performed separately from
the welding operation.

QW-407.6 A change in postweld heat treatment
condition in QW-407.1 or an increase of 25% or more
in total time at postweld heat trealing temperature.

QW-407.7 A change in the heat treatment temperature
range qualified if heat treatment is applied after fusing.

QW-408 Gas

QW-408.1 The addition or deletion of trailing
shielding gas and/or a change in its composition.

QW-408.2 A change from a single shielding gas 10

any other single shielding gas or 10 a mixture of
shielding gases, or a change in specified percenlage
composilion of shielding gas mixture, or omission of
shielding gas.

QW-408.3 A change in the specified flow rate range
of the shielding gas or mixture of gases.

QW-408A A change in composition and flow rates
of orifice gas and shielding gas.

QW-408.5 The addition or deletion of gas backing,
a change in backing gas composition, or a change in
the specified flow rate range of the backing gas.

QW-408.6 Any change of environment shielding
such as from vacuum to an inert gas9 or vice versa.

QW-408.7 A change in the type of fuel gas.

QW-408.8 The omission of inert gas backing except
that requalification is not required when welding a
single-welded bUll joint with a backing strip or a
double-welded bUll joint or a fillet weld. This exception
does not apply to P-No. 5X, P-No. 6X. and P-No. 101
melals.



QW"", For JI'OO¥C welds in P-No...X tlId all
welcIs of P-No. sx. P-No. 6X. P-No. IOJ, p.;No. 101.
_ P-No. 10K mctaIs, tho deledon of "'"me pi or
• c:banio in lhe nominal CCllDpOSiliOll of tho bIIcking
,ps from an inert to • mixture including non-inert
gas(es).

QW-408.lO For P-No. 101, P-No. 5X, and P-No.
6X metals, the deletion of ttailing shielding gas. a
change in the trailing gas composition. or a decrease
of 10% or more in the trailing gas Row rate.

QW-4Oll.I1 The addition or deletion of one or more
of the following: shielding gas, ttailing shielding gas,
backing gas. or plasma-removing gas.

QW-408.12 A change of more than 5% in the Row
rate of one or more of the following: shielding gas.
ttailer shielding gas. backing gas, and plasma-removing
gas.

QW-408.13 A change in the position or orientation
of plasma-removing gas jet relative to the workpiece
(e.g.. coaxial transverse to beam).

QW-408.14 A change in the, oxygen or fuel gas
pressure beyond the range qualified.

QW-408.IS In gas metal-are welding and gas tung
sten-are welding: a change from a single gas to any
other single gas or to a mixture of gases, or vice versa;
a change in specified percentage composition of gas
mixture or omission of shielding gas; a decrease of
10% or more in the rate of now of shielding gas or
mixture.

QW-408.16 A change of more than 5% in the now
rate of the plasma-are gas or powdered metal feed gas
recorded on the PQR.

QW-408.17 A change in the plasma-are gas. shielding
gas. or powdered metal feed gas from a single gas to
any other single gas, or to a mixture of gases. or vice
versa.

QW-408.18 A change of more than 10% in the gas
mixture composition of the plasma-are gas, shielding
gas, or powdered metal feed gas recorded on the PQR.

QW-408.19 A change in the nominal composition
of the powder feed gas or (plasma-are spray) plasma
gas qualified.

QW-408.20 A change of more than 5% in the plasma
gas now rate range qualified.
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QW-409 1!:ledrIaI CharacteristIcs
QW-409.l All iatlNase ill heat input, or all illCl'llllSe

in volume of wcId metal deposited per unit length of
weld, over !hat qu.~ifled. The increase may be measured
by either of the following;

(a) Heat input (1/in.)

VoIlage x Amperage x 60
=

Tnve' Speed (in.lmin)

(b) Volume of Weld Metal = an increase in bead
size or a decrease in length of weld bead per unit
length of electrode.

The requirement for measuring the heat input or
volume of deposited weld metal does not apply when
the WPS is qUalified with a PWHT above the upper
transformation temperature or a solution anneal after
welding austenitic materials.

QW-409.2 A change from spray are. globular are.
or pulsating are to short circuiting are. or vice versa.

QW-409.3 The addition or deletion of pulsing current
to dc power source.

QW-409.4 A change from ac to dc, Or vice versa;
and in de welding. a change from straight polarity to
reverse polarity, or vice versa.

QW-409.5 A change of :!: 15% from the amperage
or voltage ranges in the qualified WPS.

QW-409.6 A change in the beam current of more
than :!:5%, voltage of more than :!:2%, welding speed
of more than :!:2%. beam focus current of more than
:!:5%. gun-to-work distance of more than :!:5%. or a
change in oscillation length or width of more than
:!:20% from those previously qualified.

QW-409.7 Any change in the beam pulsing frequency
duration from that qualified.

QW-409.8 A change in the range of amperage. or
except for SMAW and GTAW welding, a change in
the range of voltage. A change in the range of electrode
wire feed speed may be used as an alternative to
amperage.

QW-409.9 A change in the are timing of more than
:t~o sec.

QW-409.10 A change in amperage of more than
:!: 10%.

QW-409.11 A change in the power source from one
model to another.

(



QW~.12 VARIABLES QW-410.IO

QW-409.12 A change in type or size of tungslen
electrode.

QW-409.13 A change in the shape or dimensions
or the welding eleclrode; a change from one RWMA
(Resistance Welding Manufacturer's Association) class
electrode material 10 anolher.

QW-409.14 Addilion or deletion of upslope or down
slope currenl conlrOl, or a change of more than 10%
in the slope currenl time or amplitude.

QW-409.1S A change of more than S% in the
electrode pressure, the welding currenl, or the welding
time cycle from thaI qualified, exceplthal requalificalion
is nOI required if there is a change of not more than
10% in either the electrode pressure or the welding
currenl or the welding time cycle, provided the re
maining two variables remain al the values qualified.
A change from ac 10 de or vice versa. The addition
or deletion of pulsing currenl 10 a de power source.
When using pulsing de currenl, a change of more than
S% in the pulse amplitude, width, or number of pulses
per cycle from that qualified.

QW-409.16 A change from synchronous 10 asynchro
nous timing.

QW-409.17 A change in the power supply primary
vollage or frequency. or in the transformer turns ratio,
tap selling, choke position. secondary open circuil voll
age or phase conlrOl selling.

QW-409.18 A change in the procedure or frequency
of tip cleaning.

QW-409.19 Any change in the beam pulsing fre
quency and pulse duralion from thaI qualified.

QW-409.20 Any change in the following variables:
mode of operation (from pulsed 10 continuous or vice
versa), energy dislribution across the beam (i.e.,
multimode or gaussian). lens focal length, and lens
focal distance.

QW-409.21 Any change in the following variables:
wallage of more than 2%, welding speed of more than
2%, Spol size of more than 2%, and lens 10 work
distance of more than S%.

QW-409.22 An increase of more than 10% in the
amperage used in application for the firsl layer.

QW-409.23 A change of more than 10% in the
ranges of amperage or voltage qualified.

QW-409.24 A change of more than 10% in the filler
wire wallage recorded on the PQR. Wallage is a function
of currenl voltage, and stickoul dimension.
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QW-409.2S A change of more than 10% in the
p1asma-an: currenl or vollage recorded on the PQR.

QW-409.26 For the firsl layer only. an increase in
heal inpul of more than 10% or an illCl'Cl'sc in volume
of weld metal deposited per unit length of weld of
more than 10% over thaI qualified. The increase may
be measured by either of the following:

(a) Heat input (Jlin.)

Voltage x Amperage x 60
= Travel Speed (in./min)

(b) Volume of Weld Metal = an increase in bead
size or a decrease in length of weld bead per unil
length of elCClrOde.

QW-410 Technique

QW-410.1 A change from the slringer bead lechnique
10 the weave bead ICChnique, or vice versa.

QW-410.2 A change in the nalure of the Rame,
oxidizing to reducing. or vice versa.

QW-410.3 A change in the orifice, cup, or nozzle
size.

QW-410A A change in the welding lechnique, fore
hand 10 backhand, or vice versa.

QW-410.s A change in the method of inilial and
interpass cleaning (brushing, grinding, elc.)

QW-410.6 A change in the method of back gouging.

QW-410.7 A change in width, frequency, or dwell
time of oscillation, for machine or automatic welding
only.

QW-410.8 A change in the contact tube 10 work
distance.

QW-410.9 A change from multipass per side to
single pass per side. This limitation does not apply
when a WPS is qualified with a PWHT above the
upper transformation temperature or when an austenitic '
material is solution annealed after welding.

QW-410.10 A change from single eleclrOde to multi
ple electrode, or vice versa, for machine or automatic
welding only. This limitation does not apply when
a WPS is qualified with a PWHT above the upper
transformation temperature or when an austenitic mate
rial is solulion annealed after welding.



QW-41o.lI A change Iiam elOllld c:haJItber to out
ef-e:bambar _wntioaaI lllIdI· YlClcling in P-No. SX
meWs. but not vice _

QW-41o.U A change from the melt-in technique to
,l the keyhole technique of welding, or vice versa. or the

inclusion of both techniques though each has been
individually qualified.

QW-410.14 A change in the angle of the axis of
the beam relative to the workpiece.

QW-410.15 A change in the spacing of multiple
electrodes for machine or automatic welding.

QW-410.17 A change in the type or model of the
welding equipment.

QW·410.18 An increase in the absolute pressure of
the vacuum welding environment beyond thaI qualified.

QW-410.19 Any change in filament type, size, or
shape.

QW-410.20 The addition of a wash pass.

QW-410.21 A change of welding from one side to
welding from both sides, or vice versa.

QW-410.22 A change in either of the following stud
welding par.lmelers: a change of stud gun model: a
change in the lift more than ~ \I" in.

QW-410.25 A change from manual or semiaulomatic
to machine or automatic welding and vice versa.

QW-410.26 The addition or deletion of peening.

QW-410.27 A change in the rotational speed produc
ing a change in the outside surface velocily (fl/min)
gtUler than ~ 10% of the outside surface velocily
qUalified.

QW-410.28 A change in the thrust load (Ib) greater
than ~ 10% of lhe thrust load qualified.

QW-410.29 A change in the rotational energy (Ib
ft') greater than ~10% of the rotational energy qualified.

QW-410.30 Any change in upset dimension (overall
loss in length of parls being joined) greater than ~ I0%
of the upset qualified.

QW-410.31 A change in the method of preparing
the base melal prior 10 welding (e.g., changing from
mechanical cleaning to chemical cleaning or to abrasive
cleaning, or vice versa).

QW-410.32 A change of more than 10% in the
holding pressure prior to or after welding. A change
of more than 10% in the electrode holding time.
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QW-410.33 A change from one weldilfJl IyJle lc>

another. or mocIifi~ of equiplllCltl, i/!l;I''4i1ff M.nu
fIlcttlm". contI'Gl pIIineI. IIIOdeI nUmber. eJec:tricaI rating
or C8plIcity. type of electrical enetgy source. or method
of applying pressure.

QW-410.34 Addition or deletion of an electrode
cooling medium and where it is used.

QW-410.35 A change in the distance between arms
or a change in the throat depth.

QW-410.37 A change from single to multiple pass
or vice versa.

QW-410.38 A change from multiple-layer to single
layer c1adding/hardsurfacing, or vice versa.

QW-410.39 A change in the torch type or tip size.

QW-410.40 For submerged-arc welding and eleclrO
slag welding, the delelion of a supplemenlaly device

. for controlling the magnetic field acting on the weld
puddle.

QW-410.41 A change of more than 15% in the
travel speed range recorded on the PQR.

QW-410,42 The addition or elimination of oscillation
of the plasma lorch or filler wires; a change from
simple harmonic to constant velocily oscillating motion
or vice versa; a change of more than 10% in oscillalion
displacemenl recorded on the PQR; however, a proce
dure qualified using a minimum oscillation displacemenl
and a procedure qualified using a maximum oscillation
displacemenl shall qualify for all weld bead oscillations
in between, with all other essential variables remaining
the same.

QW-410,43 For the lorch or workpiece, a change
of more than 10% in the travel speed range qualified.

QW-410.44 A change of more than 15% in the
spray-torch to workpiece distance qualified.

QW-410,45 A change in the method of surface
preparation of the base metal to be hard-faced (example:
sandblasting versus chemical cleaning).

QW-410.46 A change in the spray-torch model or
tip orifice size.

QW-410,47 A change of more than 10% in the
fusing temperature range qualified. A change in the
rate of cooling from the fusing temperature of mOre
than 50"F/hr, a change in the fusing method (example:
lorch, furnace, induction).

QW-410A8 A change in the constricted arc from
transferable to nontransferable or vice versa.

(

I
\
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QW-610.49 VARIABLES

QW-410.49 A change in the diameter of the plasma
torch-arc constricting orifice.

QW-410.50 A change in the number of electrodes
acting on the same welding puddle.

QW-410.51 'The addition or elimination of oscillation
of the electrode or electrodes.

QW-410.52 A change in the method of delivering
the filler metal to the molten pool. such as from the
leading or trailing edge of the torch, the sides of the
torch. or through the torch.
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QW-610.52
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.._. RCI'IOH IX

QW-416
WELDING VARIABLES·

Welder Performance

Essential

Brief
of OFW SMAW SAW GMAW' GTAW PAW

Paragraph1 Variables QW·352 QW-353 QW-354 QW-355 QW-3SI> QW·3S7

Joints •• - Bocklng X X X X
QW-.02

.7 + Backing X

Bos. .2 Maximum qualirted X
Metal

.16 ~ Pipe diameter X X X X X
QW-.03

.18 .. P-Number X X X X X X

Filler .1. :t Filler X X X
Metals .15 .. F-Number X X X X X XQW-404

.22 " Inserts X X

30 .. t Weld deposit X X X X X

.31 .. t Weld deposit X

.32 t Limit (S. cir. Arc) X

Positions .1 + Position X X X X X X
QW-40S

.3 .. 1 J Vert. welding X X X X

Gos .7 .. Type fuel gos X
QW-408

.8 - Inert backing X X X

Electrical .2 .. Transfer mode X
QW-409

.4 .. Current or polarity X

(

(

Wtlding Processes:
FGW
SMAW
SAW
GMAW
GTAW
PAW

legend:
.. Chonge
+ Addition
- Deletion

Gas welding (fuel gas welding)
Shielded metal-arc welding
Submerged-arc w~djng

Gas metal-arc welding
Gas tungsten-arc welding
Plasma-arc welding

t ThickMSS
t Uphill
, Downhill

NOTES,
(I) For description, Set Section IV.
(2) Flux-cored arc wt!ding as shown in QW-)SS, with or without additional shielding from an externally supplied gas or gas mixture, is include<t.
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~W-4S1 Procedure Qualincaion Thickness Imils and Tesl Specimens (Conl'd)

QW·451.2
GROOVE·WELD TENSIO' TESTS AND LNGITUDINAL·BEND TESTS

ThlckllfSs 1 • !
Range of ThickllfSs T Dopaslted Wold ~al Typo and Numbo' of ToSlS Roquied 5

o BaH MOlal Qualified, In. Qualified. In. Tonslon and Guided·Bond TOSl! I- [Noto Ill) [Noto (1)) [Noto (2)] !
~ Thicknoss T of Tost Tension Fa.. Bond llat Bond I

Coupan Wolded, In. Min. Max. Max. QW-1SO QW-160 lW-160 I
I
I

Less than Va T 2T 21 2 2 2 i
y". to %. Incl. Y1. 2T 21 2 2 2
Over ~/. 'h. 2T 21 2 2 2

NOTES:
(1l See QW-403 (,2, .3, .b, .7, .9, .10) QW·404.32, and QW·407,4 for furtnr limits on range (thicknesses qualified. These are also

applicable to deposited weld metal Ucknesses. Also see QW·202 (,2, .3, .4 for allowable exc.ions.
(2) For combination of welding procedurs, stf QW·200.4.

~

i
:
~

i
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QW-45l Procedure Qualification Thickness Umits and Test Specimens (Conl'd)

QW-451.3
FlLLET-WELD TESTS'

(

Fillet

Fillet

Trll" of
Joint

Thldtntss 01 Test
Coupons as Welded. In.

Per QW-462.4(a)

Per QW-462.4Cdl

All fillet sites on all base
metal thicknesses and all
diameters

T~ and Number of Tests
Required (QW-4&2.4(al or QW-462.4(dll

Macro

5

4

NOTE:
UJ Production asSl!mbly mockups may be substituted in accordance with QW-IBl.l.l. W~n prOduction assembly mockups ar~ used, range

qualifj~ shall ~ limited to the fillet sizts, base metal thickn~, and configuralion of the mockup.

QW-451.4
FILLET WELDS QUALIFIED BY GROOVE·WELD TESTS

\

Thickness T 01 Test
Coupon (Plate or Pipe)

as Welded

All groove tests

Range Qualified

All fillet sizes on all base
metal thiclcf1esses and all
diameters
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Trll" and Number of Tests
Required

Filtet welds are qualified when
the groove ~Id is qUalified
in accordance with either
QW-4Sl.1 or QW-4S1.2 (see
QW-202.2)



DATA - GRAPHICS QW-463.I(8l-QW-461.3(C)

: l
D_ 11>11 pIoc:o

F--:..----===.:-..:-.:: t--=~ F--=--=-........-=--=-="
__ion _"spodmon

F""--------......-~F"--l:---------------=
Aoot bend specimen .

--------- !:--=-~"----------------- ----------
F8Ct bend sPed.....n

-- -----.,...'-=:;" --------
________ r _

Root bind JPed.....n
~=--=--""'--:..----=-- :..-.= - ....._-..:-.::--=--=--=-=--=

F_ bond spod....

1:-_-_-_-:..--=--=-_-_""'" -=-~F.::--=---..:-.::------"'"
Rlducod _ .....I.. spod....

=-=....._-:..-_-_-= t-_-::.. _-:..-_-_-:..-_-...:"'
D_ 11>11 pIoc:o

--~---~=---
Sldo bond--------------

Reduced section

=----~=-----
Sidobond

-------------
Sldo bend

==--.=--=------
Discard

--- ---_-..:_--~-

1flOCi....---_ _--------
tensile specimen

--=-_'""":...-----...:-

---------------
specimen

---------=-~~

this piece-

QW-463.1(a) PLATES - LESS THAN Y. IN.
THICKNESS PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION

DilCMd

L..-------Jl§J~---
QW-463.1(b) PLATES - Y. IN. AND OVER

THICKNESS AND ALTERNATE FROM 'I, IN. BUT
LESS THAN 'I, IN. THICKNESS
PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION

ReduCld-teetion
f----....L..LL-'----:j,...... tensile specimen

~.......__ Longitudinel

V- roo,-bend
specimen

_.-,,- LongitudiNlI

~ ,-
spoolmon

1--- ---:1_ Rlducod-..etlon

I--- Tr-r-:.·---I"r ..mil. _I....

Longitudin"
root.tJend
specimen

QW-463.1(c) PLATES - LONGITUDINAL
PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION
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Qnler of ........ (Coal'd)

Root bend

Flee bend

<1"'1....
•fF' I

<1"'1' ,AVo<..
Reduced section

tensile

Root bend

Reduced section
tensile

(

Side bend

Side bend

QW-463.1(d) PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION

Reduced section
!8nsile

"'~ _. Side bend

~__- Side Bend

Reduced section
tensile

(

QW-463.1(e) PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION
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~Controlling Weld Variables
·}from Design to Deposition

Understanding weld metal properties and the influence of welding parameters can
help you achieve higher quality, cost-effective welds

BY DUANE K. MILLER

M any variables can affect the properties of weld deposits
made in the shop or field and cause these properties to

vary from the results reported for the lightly controlled standard
filler metal qualification tests developed by AWS. Understand
ing these variables and how they can be controlled through
proper welding procedures will help achieve higher weld qual
ity and greater consistency of weld characteristics from design
to deposition.

Commonly used welds include fillet welds, complete joint
penetration ICjP) groove welds, and partial joint penetration
(PJP) groove welds. The strength of each weld type depends on
the strength of the deposited weld metal and on specific di
mensional characteristics of the weld. For a fillet weld, these
factors include the leg size; for a CJP weld, the thickness of the
plate joined; and for a partial penetration weld, the depth of
penetration. The length of any of these weld types will obvi
ously affect the connection strength as well.

In each case, however, the strength of the deposited weld
metal is critical to the performance of the joint. Weld strength
traditionally has been based on the tensile lvs. yield) strength
of the deposited metal. Engineers rely on electrode classifica
tions to determine the strength of the deposited weld metal.
These c1as~fications provide some basic information on prop
erties such as yield strength and tensile strength. For example,
the "70" in E7018, a typical low-hydrogen electrode, indicates
a minimum tensile strength of 70,000 Iblin.' Although this value
is used for design purposes, the strength levels of the deposited

melal may vary considerably. A review of filler metal specifi
calions and qualification lesls will help to understand why.

Specifications of Filler Metals
Among the mechanical properties described in the AWS

filler metal specifications for a given electrode classification are
specific yield and tensile strength and elongation values. Min
imum Charpy values for impact toughness mayor may not be
included, depending on the electrode c1assification_ Other
properties specified include limits on significant alloy levels,
welding performance criteria, and other process-specific issues
such as the percentage of moisture in the coatings of low-hy
drogen electrodes for SMAW.

Most strength-related properties are specified as minimum
values, and electrodes certified to a specification typically ex
ceed these values. A caution on the use of this information ap
pears in the appendix to the filler metal specification, stating
that actual weld metal properties may vary widely in relation
10 joinl design, penetration, procedures and other factors. Be
cause it would be impossible to duplicate all possible condi
tions Ihal mighl be encountered in actual use, Ihe purpose of
Ihe filler metal qualification test plate is only for c1assificalion
of a particular product to a specific filler metal type. However,
il is useful in making comparisons of electrodes within a spec
ification.

Knowing the weld and how its actual characteristics maydif-

DUANE K. MILLER, P.E., ;s a \t\t!lding Design Consultant, The lincoln Electric Co., CIf!Veland, Ohio.
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ADMIXTURE

Fig. 1 - Schematic illustration ofadmixture.
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DILUTION

Fig. 2 - Schematic illustration ofdilution.
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PICKUP

Fig. 3 - Schematic illustration ofpickup.

c

fer from the specification requires understanding the effects of
deviations from classification test conditions and actual weld
ing parameters. These can be classified into two broad cate
gories: chemical and thermal changes.

Chemical Effects
Two key influences that may cause chemical changes in the

weld are the plate chemistry and the amount of admixture.
Defining admixture, dilution and pickup will help clarify their
effects on weld chemistry.

Admixture is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, the weld is joining
plate A to plate B, and a backing strip labeled C is included.
The joint is to be filled with filler metal D. The force and energy
of the arc will melt some of plate A, some of plate Band some
of plate C. The final composition of the weld metal will include
A, B, C and D. This conglomeration of material is known as ad
mixture. The base metals and the filler metal may have signifi
cantly different chemistries. As material from the base plate is
introduced into the admixture, it can be seen that weld chem
istry changes. Plate chemistry that differs from that used for filler
metal qualification may cause the weld chemistry to differ as
well.

Figure 2 illustrates dilution, which occurs when an electrode
that has more of an alloy is used to weld on a lower alloy plate.
As the high alloy is mixed with the lower alloy, creating an ad
mixture, the high alloy is diluted. For example, using a stainless
steel electrode to weld on mild steel will result in a lower
chrome and nickel content in the weld than in the electrode.

Alloy pickup, shown in Fig. 3, is the opposite of dilution. If
a mild steel electrode is used to weld on high-alloy plate that
contains, for example, nickel, the weld deposit will contain
nickel, which was not present in the mild steel filler. When the
deposit contains a greater amount of an alloy than the elec-

----M,----
~- The eRect of joint geometry on admixture. Top - a square

butt joint that required welding from two sides; Hallam - a sin·
81e-V bun joint with. backup.
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trode, the situation is known as alloy pickup.
The extent of admixture is ~ function of the joint geometry,

the process used and the procedures employed. To understand
the effects of joint geometry, consider the two different butt
joints shown in Fig. 4. The plate thickness is the same for both
joints. The first joint, a square-edged butt, required welding
from two sides. The bottom side was welded first, then the plate
was turned, and the top side was welded to achieve full joint
strength. The area contained within the dotted lines shows the
extensive influence of base material on the weld, which would
contain a high percentage of the base metal. This admixture
would be composed primarily of base material.

The second butt joint, a single-V butt with a backup, comes
close to approaching the joint prescribed in the filler metal
specifications. Here, minimum amounts of base material are
melted, so the admixture is composed primarily of filler metal.
Despite their general similarities, production joints typically
use smaller rbot openings than the AWS test plate joint and have
higher levels of admixture.

The welding process used will affect the degree of penetra
tion that is achieved. Penetration has a direct effect on admix
ture. This can be seen in Fig. 5. The deepest penetrating
process, in which the base material has the most significant ef
fect, is submerged arc welding (SAW). Near the other extreme,
shielded metal arc welding gives relatively shallow penetration,
so the base material has a lesser effect. Gas tungsten arc weld
ing is a bit of an anomaly. The degree of penetration is relatively
shallow but ii an autogenous weld is made (one that does not
employ filler metal but relies only on melting of the base metal),

PENETRATION

FCAW-g

" ." FCAW-ss

GMAW

SMAW

GTAW

Fig. 5 - Illustration of the levels of penetration for various welding
processes.

(



FiR. 6 - The c.4t"a·ts 0; V<lf;OUS ,1Uoying elements on strength.

MOST
SIGNIFICANT------.,.- ... SIGNIFICANT

Nickel Chromium Molybdenum Garbon
Silicon Copper Vanadium
Mangane.e Columbium

ALLOY EFFECTS
-STRENGTH-

the cldmixture is 100% base metal. Processes
.~ between these exlreme5 produce a range of re

sults. 1 ne ~as-shieldl'<1 flux cored processes
~ive relatively c!<:>Cll pl~netrafion. Self-shielded
flux cored proCl'~S('~ (:.10 h.we a ran~e in pen
f'lralion. The g<1~ nU'l.ll cUe prtKeSs features
deep penelr.Iliol1 in the ~pr<lY Illode and rela
lively "h.,How penPlr.,tion in the shorl arc
mode.

Within (1 ,.;ivt'n process, the degree of pene
,r.,lioll is mainly a lun(:lion of .lmperage and
electrode size. Penetralion is generally propor
lional to current density. Current clensity is Ihe
aml>erilAC divick",<j by the cross-sectional area of
thc eleclr(xle. or VA Since the area, A, is pro
portion.,1 to thc di.lll1l'ler squared (d:). clirrent
density is prorK)rtioll,l! to VeL Thus, (or a given
.lmperag,e, a smaller dcctrexle will give a deeper
penetr~,'ingweld, ~,Ion~ with an increase in ad~

mixture. Ahhough pen(~tration is most closely
related 10 current density, fravel speed, polarity,
electrode extension and \'velding position also
affect l>enetration.

DECREASES
Vanadium
Garbon
Columbium

ALLOY EFFECTS
-TOUGHNESS-

INACTIVE (UTILE EFFECT)
Copper
Silicon
Chromium
Molybdenum

IMPROVES
Nickel
Manganese

Fig. 7 - The eftf.:'("fS ot" V,1fIO(IS alloying elements on toughness.

Effects of Alloys on Mechanical
Properties

The amount ot pl.lle that ends up in the admixture may
change the depOSit ,analysis from that of filler melal qualifica
tion deposits, and correspondingly affect mechanical proper~

ties. While the signitkance of individual alloys introduced into
the admixture may be evalualed on a weight percentage basis,
combinations 01elements may produce a synergetic effect, with
complicated reactions that are beyond the scope of this article.
The following general trends apply to carbon-manganese-sili
con steels typically welded with carbon and low-alloy steel
electrodes.

Figure 6 shows the general effect of various alloying ele~

ments on strength. In small percentages, those elements in the
HMost Significant H column greatly increase the strength of an
alloy. The other elements listed also contribute to increased
strength but in proportionally lesser degrees the further to the
left they are listed on the chart. For example, although nickel
will contribute to the strength of the admixture, it would require
a much greater weight percentage of nickel to provide the same
degree of added strength as would be provided by a far smaller
percentage of vanadium. Although the A36 plate used for qua!
ification of many products does not require the indusion of
vanadium and/or columbium, welds made in plate bearing
these elements (such as A572) will become higher in strength
if there is a high degree of admixture and alloy pickup (because
the vanadium and columbium are in the base material rather
than the welding material).

Alloying elements may also affect toughness properties. To
predict toughness changes, alloys can be categorized in three
groups, as shown in Fig. 7. Vanadium, carbon and columbium
typically lower the impact energy. Copper, silicon, chromium
and molybdenum have very little effect either way. Nickel and
manganese increase the impact energy and nickel is a key in
gredient for gaining better impact properties without signifi
cantly increasing the strength of the metal.

Effects of Procedures on Chemistry

In sOme cases, changes in the welding procedure may pro
duce significant chemical deviations in the weld. For example,
consider the submerged arc welding process. where the deposit
chemistry is dependent, among otherthings, on the effect of the

flux. If an active ilux is used, manganese and silicon. levels in
the deposit will be dependent on the arc voltage used. Because
voltage is not considered as a variable in filler metal classifica
tion test plates, any variation from the standard 28 V on which
·they are based may cause a change in the level of manganese
and/or silicon.

To determine when voltage may affect weld strength, it is
necessary to understand the Wall neutrality number, often des~

ignated as "W." Identical tests are run at two voltages, the stan
dard 28 V and 36 V. The absolute difference in the weight per
centage of silicon is added to the absolute difference in the
weight percentage of manganese. These figures, when added
together and multiplied by 100, equal the Wall neutrality num
ber. The American Welding Society has designated fluxes hav
ing a Wall number of 40 or less as neutral and those with a Wall
number of more than 40 as active. If the Wall number is less
than 40, the effect of voltage is considered insignificant. How
ever, if it is above 40, the silicon and manganese contents of
the weld may be increased with higher voltage, thereby in
creasing the weld strength and, typically, reducing elongation.
While silicon will have little effect on the weld deposit in terms
of toughness, mang~nese tends to improve it slightly. Active
fluxes are typically used to make single- or limited-pass welds.
The increase in silicon and manganese that is possible with
these fluxes can offset the dilution that typically occurs when
deep-penetrating SAW is used, resulting in higher-quality, bet
ter-appearing.. crack-free welds. However, when used for mul
tipass welds (With less admixture), the voltage must be carefully
controlled to ensure that alloy buildup does not occur because
this could lead to weld cracking.

Shielding gas also may affect weld properties. When CO,
gas is used in flux cored welding, alloys may oxidize and not
be transferred to the weld deposit. Less alloy is oxidized if
inert gases are used for shielding. Therefore, the deposit will
have a higher alloy content, which generally results in higher
strength levels and lower impact energy. An increase of
5000-10,000 Iblin.'(34.47....8.94 MPa) in tensile strength is
common, while Charpy impact properties may drop by as
much as 50% when inert gas shielding is used with electrodes
designed for CO, operation.
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Fig. 8 - Heat conduction in three directions on thick plate, which pro
duces iI rapid cooling rate.

Thermal Effects
There are several ways in which thermal effects can change

the properties of actual welds in comparison to test plates. For
instance, differences in the level of preheat between the classi
fication test and that required for the actual weld may result in
changes in strength and toughness. Higher preheat and inter
pass temperatures generally reduce weld yield and tensile
strength and typically improve Charpy impact toughness, un
less thaI temperature exceeds 500°F (260°0 where a decrease
usually begins.

Heat input also may be different. Variables covered by the
classification tests include electrode size, voltage, amperage,
polarity, Iravel speed and welding posilion. All of these affecl
the heal input, which is calculated by multiplying the welding
amperage limes the voltage limes 60 and dividing Ihe product
by Ihe Iravel speed. Some heat input calculations will incorpo
rate a thermal efficiency factor.

The voltage and amperage are dictated by the welding pro
cedure, as is the travel speed. Efficiency is related to the
process. SAW causes most of the heat of the arc to be retained
by Ihe base material. Other processes may allow more of the
energy to escape through radiation, smoke, spatter and other
means, rather than entering the plate. However, many heat
input equations do not consider the effect of efficiency. Com
parison of the numerical values obtained from heat input cal
culations is best limited to comparing results from the same
process unless some efficiency factor is applied.

The higher the amperage, for instance, the more heat will be
pul into the joint, presuming the same travel speed and voltage
are being used. With increased travel speed, however, high am
perage welding procedures can be adjusted so as to maintain
the same heat input. If the weld nuggel size is kept the same,
heat input is very often nearly constant.

Cooling rale should also be considered. Cooling rate de
pends upon Ihe temperature ofthe steel being welded, the heat
input, the thickness of the part, the geometry of Ihe part and the
ambient temperature. Figure 8 shows heat conduction in three
directions on thick plate, which produces a rapid cooling rate.
Conversely, a slower cooling rate is associated with thin plate,
as shown in Fig. 9, where heat is transferred in only two direc
tions.ln general, with carbon steel materials, the faster the ma
terial is cooled, the higher its slrength but the lower its Charpy

~ ~I

Thin--=:J-

Fig. 9 - Thin plate shoWing a slower cooling rale. The heal is lrans
ferred in two directions.
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impact properties will be.
Multifile-pass welding creates a~I effect on J)r!eYious

beads as subsequent passes are made. The resultant reheating
of previously deposited beads improves Charpy impact prop- (
erties, making multiple passes highly desirable if the goal is to
achieve the ultimate in impact properties.

Postweld heat lrealments are another factor. Slress relief at
11 000-1200°F (593°-649°C) typically causes the tensile
strength to drop 5000 Ibftn.' and the yield strenglh to drop
10,000 Ibftn.' Longer-term stress relief or different temperatures
from the standard 11 OO°F for 1 h used for AWS specimens will
also affect the results. Normalizing, orthermaltreatmenl at tem
peratures approaching 1600° or 17000F (827° or 927"<:1, will
have a very significant effecl, typically lowering yield and len
sile properties.

The various thermal effects can interact with each other. For
example, a weld may be made with an interpass temperature
of 300°F (149°0. Stress relievong il at 11 50°F (621°C) for 1 h
would produce a given set of results. Welding the same plate
using the same welding procedure but using an interpass tem
peralure of 200°F (93°0 and stress relieving at 11 50°F for 8 h
might produce Ihe same yield and tensile strengths for both
welds.

Procedures Control Weld Quality
Controlling all the variables outlined above to achieve con

sistent weld quality is made easier by the use of the "welding
procedure specification" <WPS), which signifies the combina
tion of variables used to make a certain weld. Often referred to
as Ihe "welding procedure" or simply "procedure: the WPS
consists of, as a minimum, the process; electrode specification,
classification, and diameter; electrical characteristics; base
metal specification; minimum preheat and interpass tempera- t.
tures; weldi~g current (amperage)/wire feed speed; arc voltage; \
travel speed; position of welding; postweld heat treatment;
shielding gas type and flow rate; and joint design details. It can
be seen that this comprehensive information, when followed
carefully, provides substantial control over welding variables.

Many issues must be evaluated when selecting welding pro
cedure values. A brief look at some of the considerations will
show how these procedures provide the guidance needed to
achieve consistent weld quality.

The requirements of each weld are determined by the inter
action of many factors. The required level of penetration is a
function of !he joint design and the weld type, but all welds
must achieve-fusion to ensure their strength. Each weld must
achieve a specified yield and/or tensile strength value, although
the connection design will largely determine the exact level.
Acceptable levels of undercut and porosity are a function of the
type of loading to which the weld is subjected.

Welders cannot be expected to determine the most efficient
means of meeting these conditions. Since neither the welder
nor the inspector develops these procedures, neither may know
why each variable was selected. Instead, knowledgeable weld
ing technicians and engineers create the written welding pro
cedure specifications with which to convey these requirements
10 welders. In fact, the suitability of a weld made by a skilled
welder in conformance with the requirements of a WPS can
only be as good as the WPS itself.

Some things outlined in the WPS are obviously necessary to
ensure quality. The limits of suitable operation for lhe welding
process and electrode must be understood as they apply to the
specific steel grade, joint design, and welding positiof'. The
specified electrode must be operaled on the proper polarity,
with amperage levels suitable for bolh electrode diameter and
base material thickness. Proper shielding gases must be em
ployed as well. Other not so obvious factors can also be com-
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municated through a wrilten WPS. For example. the preheat re
quired for a given application is a (unction of steel grades. rna
leriallhickness. and type of electrode employed (low hydrogen

.~r otherwise). The required preheat. once determined. can be
.•f",lsily communicated throuRh the WPS.

If the parameters outlined in the WPS are not conformed 10.
'{' deposited weld melal may not meet the quality require
'enIs imposed hy the code or the job specifications. Correcl~

:ng the problem mdY involve removing and replacing the un
<ll"ceptable weld. Other economic considerations result from
not following Ihe procedures designed to produce the best
combination of weld quality and cost-effectiveness. For exam
ple. the cost of welding is approximately inversely proportional
to the deposition rale. In the semiautomatic welding processes.
rhe deposition rale is lied 10 wire feed speed. If an acceptable
'.-.eld can be made wilh a wire feed speed of 200 in/min (508

·111min). a weld made al 160 in/min (406.4 em/min) will cosl
:,oul 25% more than the weld that conforms to the WPS. Since

lJC'nelralion is related to current density, and current density is.l lunction of the amperage, the 160 inJmin procedure may not
achieve the required level of penetration because the amper
age is a function of the wire feed speed. Welds made in (00

iormance with WPS values afe likely to be performed at rates
that are conducive to achieving the desired weld quality and
yet are economical.

Many variables may affect the properties of the completed
'.-eld, and it is important that everyone in the design.rabrica
on-inspection sequence understand these influences. It is es

-:-t'ntial that welding variables be controlled to achieve the goals
of quality welds at an economical rate. Welding Procedure
Specifications are the key tool used to communicate these re
quiremenls 50 thai the mUlually compatible goals of quality and
economy can be achieved.•
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